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Message from the District Engineer

Stan R. Dean  

District Engineer

The Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District proudly presents its 2011 

State of the District Report. This year’s report provides you with a look back on the 

highlights of our activities and accomplishments in 2011 and a look ahead to our 

plans for 2012. 

With the issuance of a new discharge permit in late 2010, much of 2011 was spent 

working to identify the most efficient and cost-effective technologies to implement the 

estimated $2 billion in mandated upgrades that must be completed and operational 

at the Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant by 2020. By the end of 

2011, SRCSD began to design and construct a pilot-scale treatment plant needed to 

confirm the technology selection for the full-scale facilities. 

While forging ahead with the requirements outlined in the discharge permit, we 

simultaneously pursued several avenues to help offset these enormous costs to our 

customers, including appealing portions of the discharge permit we felt went too far 

and craffting legislation that would provide us the ability to seek a water right for our 

treated wastewater. We also launched a comprehensive Rate & Fee Study in order to 

determine the best and most equitable way to pay for future expenses.

As our focus shifts to 2012, I pause to reflect on the tremendous appreciation I have 

for all of the great people who work for SRCSD. I see the unwavering dedication of 

our employees, their commitment to successfully maintaining our infrastructure and 

the thoughtful decision-making on how we spend customers’ money. I am proud 

to continue working with our Board of Directors and employees to accomplish our 

mission of protecting public health and the environment through reliable and safe 

conveyance, treatment and discharge of wastewater in the most cost-effective 

manner possible.
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“I see the unwaverIng dedIcatIon of our employees, 

theIr commItment to successfully maIntaInIng our 

Infrastructure and the thoughtful decIsIon-makIng 

on how we spend customers’ money.”
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District Overview

County of Sacramento

City of  
Citrus Heights

Jeannie Bruins

2011 SRCSD Board of Directors

Phil Serna 
District 1

Jimmie Yee 
District 2

Susan Peters 
District 3

Roberta 
MacGlashan 

District 4

Don Nottoli 
District 5

City of Sacramento

Kevin  
McCarty 

Robert King 
Fong 

Steve Cohn Bonnie 
Pannell

City of  
Rancho Cordova

Dan Skoglund

City of  
West Sacramento

Oscar Villegas

City of  
Folsom

Kerri Howell

City of 
Elk Grove

Jim CooperPatrick Hume

Darrell Fong 

Who We Are
The Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District 

(SRCSD) provides wastewater conveyance and 

treatment services to residential, industrial and 

commercial customers throughout unincorporated 

Sacramento County; the cities of Citrus Heights, 

Elk Grove, Folsom, Rancho Cordova, Sacramento 

and West Sacramento; and the communities of 

Courtland and Walnut Grove. The wastewater 

travels through 177 miles of interceptor pipelines 

to the Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment 

Plant in Elk Grove, where approximately 150 million 

gallons of wastewater are treated each day and 

safely discharged into the Sacramento River.

SRCSD’s workforce is employed by the County of 

Sacramento through the Sanitation Districts Agency 

(SDA). As a special district, SRCSD essentially 

contracts with the County to provide the workforce 

that conducts the day-to-day operations of the 

wastewater treatment and conveyance system.

County of  
Yolo

Mike McGowan
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2011 Organizational Structure
In 2011, several SDA organizational changes were implemented to streamline work, improve cost efficiency and provide consistency in business practices. An 

Internal Services Department was created to manage six sections, including Administrative-Fiscal, Purchasing, Stores & Warehouse, Records Management, 

Training and Information Technology. Karen Stoyanowski was hired as the Director of Internal Services in mid-2011 and implemented a phased reorganization 

plan. Additionally, what were the the Departments of Finance and Communications are now, respectively, the Finance and Public Affairs Offices. Joe Maestretti 

was hired as the new Chief Financial Officer in spring 2011, and Claudia Goss continued leading her staff under the new title of Public Affairs Manager. Both 

Offices still report directly to the District Engineer. 

srcsd QuIck facts
•	Miles of Pipeline: 177 miles

•	Pump Stations: 7 

•	 Treatment Plant Permitted Capacity: 181 million gallons per day 

•	Annual Effluent Flow: 164,344 acre-feet 

•	Peak Wet Weather Flow: 307.4 million gallons per day

•	Average Dry Weather Flow: 139 million gallons per day

•	Annual Amount of Water Recycled: 886 acre-feet 

•	 Tons of Biosolids Recycled: 4,068 dry tons 

•	Population Served: Approximately 1.3 million in the greater Sacramento area 

•	Number of Connected Equivalent Single Family Dwellings (ESDs): 575,417 ESDs 

•	Number of Full-time Employees: 420 full-time employees 

Public Affairs Office
Claudia Goss

Responsible for internal and external 
communications, media response, community 

outreach and public education

Finance Office
Joe Maestretti

Responsible for overall financial management

Policy & Planning 
Prabhakar Somavarapu

Responsible for long-range planning, policies 
and ordinances, permitting, regulatory 

advocacy and legislative affairs 

Internal Services  
Karen Stoyanowski

Responsible for Administrative-Fiscal, Purchasing, 
Stores & Warehouse, Records Management, 

Training and Information Technology

Operations  
& Maintenance

 Responsible for operating and 
maintaining SRCSD’s treatment 
plant and conveyance facilities 

Engineering

Responsible for providing 
design and construction of 

capital improvement, repair and 
rehabilitation projects at the 
wastewater treatment plant, 

interceptors and pump stations

Environmental  
Laboratory

Responsible for providing analytical 
services for SRCSD and other 
organizations and jurisdictions 

needing environmental laboratory 
services in the region

Safety

Responsible for maintaining a 
safe and healthful environment 
for day-to-day operations and 

new construction

District Engineer: Stan Dean

SRCSD Operations
Ruben Robles

2011 SRCSD Board of Directors

Responsible for the operations and maintenance 
of SRCSD’s infrastructure, including the 
conveyance system and treatment plant
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System Management
The infrastructure to convey and treat the region’s wastewater is critical in protecting public health 
and the environment. Maintaining and managing that infrastructure is a critical part of what we do.

Engineering Highlights
Secondary Sedimentation Tank Support Beam Repairs 

For the past several years, the structural components for SRCSD’s 24 secondary sedimentation tanks (SSTs) were 

beginning to show signs of deterioration and failure. As a result of this deterioration, several beam ends began to 

drop and tilt, causing poor flow circulation and impacting performance of the SSTs. To address this, SRCSD initiated 

a project in 2011 to make the needed repairs. New stainless steel beam supports were installed, and Teflon sheets 

were added to allow thermal expansion and prevent corrosion.  

Secondary Sedimentation Tank Rehabilitation Strategy 

Many of the SST components are deteriorating as they reach the end of their useful life, so a comprehensive 

rehabilitation strategy was developed. This strategy utilizes asset management principals to determine the lowest 

life cycle cost approach to maintain the SSTs, including the development of condition assessment protocols, rating 

sheets, business case evaluations and project assembly guidelines. Now in place, this strategy will allow proactive 

versus reactive management of SST assets to ensure that the treatment units will be available when needed.

Cathodic Protection Systems Rehabilitation

Phase I of the Cathodic Protection Systems Rehabilitation Project, aimed to replace the cathodic protection systems 

on 11 critical process pipelines, was successfully completed in 2011. Among the systems protected were the 120” 

diameter effluent pipeline at the outfall facility; the 16” pipeline that provides potable water; and three river crossings 

for the Northeast Interceptor. Phase II will address the next set of critical process pipelines.  

Operations & Maintenance Highlights
Digester Mixer Study

This Digester Mixer Study investigated the effects of reducing the mixing in the digesters to save electrical costs. 

SRCSD tested mixing alternatives during a 12-month period to evaluate the overall impact to digester performance. 

The study found that the runtime of the mixers could be reduced by 30% to 50% annually without impacting 

performance. These findings are expected to save SRCSD up to $90,000 annually in electrical costs.

Solids Storage Basin Mixer Study

This study evaluated reduced mixing times in the Solids Storage Basins (SSB’s) to save electrical costs. Phase 

I was completed in 2009 and found that the SSB mixers could remain off for longer periods without impacting 

performance. This amounted to an annual savings of about $80,000. Phase II of the study, completed in 2011, 

evaluated the impacts of another reduction in mixer runtime. While Phase II found that pond health would be 

compromised with further mixer reductions, SRCSD learned a lot about minimum mixing thresholds and energy cost 

savings related to the existing mixing process. 

Solids Retention Time Control

The treatment plant experiences variation in flows throughout the day. Studies have shown that this fluctuation 

makes it more difficult to operate the system and creates a need for additional use of disinfection chemicals 

during the treatment process. This creates an added expense for SRCSD. To address this, SRCSD embarked on 

a full-scale pilot study to evaluate a Solids Retention Time (SRT) controller and additional field instrumentation to 

improve performance and efficiency. The SRT control software is a computerized program that helps automate 

adjustments to the biological process. The study found that the SRT control system was successful in providing more 

consistent treatment – addressing the fluctuating flow pattern and reducing the need for additional chemicals. As a 

result of the SRT control system and other operational changes, the cost of chemicals has been reduced by about 

$750,000 annually.

Pyrethroid Pesticide study
Commonly used household and 
agricultural insecticides contain 
active ingredients classified as 
pyrethroids. Pyrethroid residues 
that enter the environment can be 
toxic to some sensitive organisms. 
To help understand the fate of 
pyrethroids entering the treatment 
plant from the sewer system – 
and monitor any pyrethroid 
levels in the treated wastewater – 
SRCSD teamed up with 
insecticide manufacturers and 
researchers from the Universities 
of California, Davis and 
Berkeley for a year-long study.

Pyrethroid monitoring was 
done in key locations through 
the treatment processes, in the 
treated wastewater discharged 
to the Sacramento River and 
in the Sacramento River – 
upstream and downstream of 
the treatment plant. Preliminary 
results indicate that detected 
pyrethroid concentrations in 
incoming wastewater are low 
and that much is removed 
through the wastewater treatment 
process. Additionally, toxicity 
in the Sacramento River has 
not been detected. The Study 
is expected to be completed in 
early 2012, and a report of 
the results will be published.
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Wastewater Discharge Permit
In late 2010, the Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board (Regional Board) issued a new 
discharge permit for our wastewater treatment plant. The discharge permit requires us to build new 
treatment facility upgrades for ammonia removal, nitrate removal, filtration and disinfection to be 
constructed and operational by 2020. The project cost for these upgrades is approximately $2 billion with 
an estimated $77 million per year in additional operations and maintenance costs. As a result, much of 
2011 was spent working to identify the most cost-effective technologies to meet the new requirements. 

Update on Discharge Permit 
In January 2011, SRCSD appealed the discharge permit decision to the State 

Water Resources Control Board (State Board) with the following key arguments: 

(1) some of the new mandates were not justified by sound science; (2) the 

Regional Board did not adequately consider the high costs for facility upgrades; 

and (3) legal and regulatory requirements for setting permits conditions were 

not properly used. Although the discharge permit was appealed, SRSCD is 

required to continue moving forward in complying with the discharge permit’s 

conditions until a decision on the appeal is rendered.

In addition to SRCSD’s appeal, the California Sportfishing Protection Alliance 

(CSPA) appealed the decision to the State Board citing the discharge permit 

was not strict enough. The State Board notified both SRCSD and CSPA that the 

appeals would be consolidated and their review would begin in March 2011. 

This notification initiated the 270 days in which the State Board is required to 

issue a ruling on the consolidated discharge permit appeal.

In September 2011, the State Board adopted a proposed order to review the 

discharge permit “on its own motion,” essentially circumventing the State 

Board’s requirements to rule on the appeal within the 270-day window. This 

order left SRCSD with no certainty on if or when the State Board would rule on 

the appeal.

As a result of this delay and the associated investments being made to 

implement the requirements in the discharge permit, SRCSD filed a lawsuit 

in Sacramento County Superior Court in late December 2011, after the 

270-day deadline expired. The lawsuit raises the same issues detailed in 

SRCSD’s appeal.

Project Management Office

Although a decision is still pending from the State Board and Superior Court on 

the discharge permit, SRCSD is required to move forward with constructing and 

implementing the new requirements by 2020. Given the aggressive timeline, 

the multiple inter-related projects and the fact that the wastewater treatment 

plant must remain operational during design and construction, a Program 

Management Office (PMO) will be developed to manage the project. Led by a 

District Program Manager, the PMO will be supported by SRCSD and consultant 

staff. In addition to managing the budget and schedule, the PMO will be 

responsible for coordinating the planning, design and construction required for 

the duration of the project. Consultant proposals for this work were received in 

late 2011, and a contract is expected to be in place by spring 2012.

Pollution Prevention Plans & Special Studies

The discharge permit requires a significant number of special studies and 

pollution prevention plans. During 2011, SRCSD developed and submitted a 

total of 15 reports. Of these, only three are still awaiting the Regional Board’s 

review. The 12 approved reports are actively being implemented.

RepoRt Name StatuS

Advanced Treatment Pilot Study to meet 
Title 22 and Ammonia Requirements

Approved & Being Implemented

Toxicity Reduction Evaluation Work Plan

Perchlorate and 1,2-Diphenylhydrazine 
Studies

Temperature Study

Pollution Prevention Plan for Mercury

Dioxin and Furan Congeners Source 
Evaluation and Minimization Plan

Compliance Work Plan & Pollution 
Prevention Plan for Chlorpyrifos and 
Diazinon 

Compliance Work Plan & Pollution 
Prevention Plan for  
Dibenzo(a,h)anthracene

Compliance Work Plan & 
Pollution Prevention Plan for 
N-nitrosodimethylamine

Water Supply Characterization Study

Required Change in Test Species for 
Acute Toxicity Test

Analytical Methods Report

Hyalella Azteca Study

Under Review
Salinity Source Evaluation and 
Minimization Plan

Ammonia Pollution Prevention Plan
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CoNStItueNt 2011 peRFoRmaNCe NpDeS peRmIt 
LImItatIoN

peRCeNt 
CompLIaNCe

BoD
(mg/L)

Minimum Maximum Average maximum average

Daily 4 19 9 60 100

Weekly 6 14 9 45 100

Monthly 8 10 9 30 100

% Removal 96% minimum 85% 100

tSS
(mg/L)

Minimum Maximum Average maximum average

Daily 4 20 7 60 100

Weekly 4 14 7 45 100

Monthly 5 10 7 30 100

% Removal 97% minimum 85% 100

total Coliform
(mpN/100 ml) –

Weekly 
Median

Minimum Maximum maximum average

<2 4 23 100

Chlorine 
Residual
(mg/L)

Minimum Maximum maximum average

Daily 0.000 0.131 0.018 99.73

Monthly 0.000 0.004 0.011 100

pH 20-min. 
Average

Minimum Maximum minimum = 6.0 100

6.0 7.6 maximum = 8.0 100

mercury
(mass lb.)

Annual 
Total

Estimated to be about 1.84 lbs. 2.3 lbs 100

2011 Compliance Performance Summary

SRCSD’s treated wastewater, 

which is discharged to the 

Sacramento River, must 

meet specific water quality 

standards. These standards 

are outlined in the discharge 

permit issued to the treatment 

plant, and SRCSD is required 

to monitor the discharge 

and track compliance with 

those standards. The table on 

the left highlights SRCSD’s 

performance in 2011 on some 

of the constituents measured.

Treatment Technology Screening

With the goal of seeking cost effective treatment options while maintaining our 

commitment to protect the environment, a team of SRCSD technical staff and 

nationally-recognized wastewater experts conducted a series of workshops to 

identify and evaluate potential treatment processes to meet the new discharge 

requirements. The team selected the most promising and proven treatment 

process technologies, identified which of those technologies required pilot 

studies and established the parameters and objectives for those studies. This 

effort was completed in spring 2011.

Advanced Treatment Technology Pilot Project

Using the information provided by the Treatment Technology Screening effort, 

SRCSD initiated the Advanced Treatment Technology Pilot project in June 

2011 by issuing a design and construction contract for the facilities. Design 

work on the pilot project began in June, and by September, construction 

started on the pilot facilities. A significant portion of the concrete and steel 

work was completed as of December, including new air activated sludge 

facilities, the secondary clarifier, the rapid mix and flocculation tank structure, 

the electrical building and most of the underground utilities. 

Coming in 2012
Completion and startup of the pilot project is scheduled for spring 2012, 

and testing will continue through early 2013. Based on the results of the 

pilot project, a report will be developed and final technology selection 

recommendations will be made for design and construction of the full-scale 

treatment technologies.

Construction of the pilot project was well underway 
by the end of 2011.
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Financial Sustainability
Maintaining financial stability and providing sufficient funding to operate the system is a priority for us. 

 Monthly Service Charges  .......$147,066,928 .............. 87.8%   
 Sewer Impact Fees ..................  $8,162,111 ................ 4.8%   
 Interest Revenue .....................  $2,332,690 ................ 1.4%   
 Other Revenue ....................... $10,141,569 ................ 6.0%

2011 Revenue Sources
Total Revenue: $167,703,298

 Treatment Plant O & M ................ $9.00 ....................... 45%   
 Construction Program ................. $7.60 ....................... 38%   
 Administration ........................... $1.20 .........................6%   
 Laboratory ................................ $0.80 .........................4%   
 Source Control ........................... $0.60 .........................3%   
 Policy & Planning ........................ $0.60 .........................3%  
 Bufferlands ............................... $0.20 .........................1% 

2011 Rate Dollars Spent
Based on $20.00 per month service charge

2011 Financial Overview 
The region’s economic situation continued to negatively impact SRCSD in 2011 as growth trends continued to be well below historical norms. SRCSD’s 

revenue is primarily generated from two sources: monthly customer rates and sewer impact fees paid by growth – or new connections to the system. 

During the last four years, growth in the region took a substantial downturn. While revenue from monthly customer rates has remained fairly constant, 

revenue from sewer impact fees has continued to decline. Due to this slowdown in new development, sewer impact fee revenues dropped drastically from 

$46 million in 2008 to $13 million in 2009. In 2010, SRCSD again experienced a drop to $8.3 million. In 2011, the decline began to level out at about 

$8.1 million.

In response to the decline in new construction and the continuing decrease in revenue, SRCSD implemented a number of adjustments to its overall financial 

plan. These adjustments included eliminating or delaying capital projects and programs, reducing operations and maintenance expenses, refunding bonds 

to reduce debt payments and using rate stabilization reserve funds to cover shortfalls.

Debt Management
SRCSD has long-term revenue bond debt totaling approximately $1.36 

billion. Of this total, approximately $703 million is variable rate debt hedged 

into synthetic fixed rates. The remaining $653 million is traditional fixed 

rate bonds.

In 2011, SRCSD maintained excellent, high-grade credit ratings with the 

major rating agencies:

In March and June of 2011, SRCSD renewed $350 million in bank letters of 

credit and remarketing agreements supporting SRCSD’s variable rate debt. 

These renewals provide liquidity support and remarketing services necessary 

to manage the variable rate debt. As a result of these renewals, SRCSD 

successfully diversified the letters of credit from one bank prior to the renewal, 

to three banks after the renewal, and staggered future renewals so that no 

more than $150 million needs to be renewed each year until 2014.

In August of 2011, SRCSD issued $77.2 million in revenue bonds to refund a 

portion of the Series 2001 bonds. This provided $11.55 million in net present 

value savings in debt service costs over the next 17 years, effectively reducing 

the interest rate on this bond debt from 5% to 3.93%.

*These monthly rates are based on one Single-Family Dwelling unit 
or equivalent.

RatINg ageNCy RatINg outLook

Moody’s Aa3 Stable

Standard & Poors AA Stable

Fitch AA- Negative
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Rate & Fee Study

The new discharge permit requires SRCSD to construct and have 

the new facilities at the Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment 

Plant fully operational by December 2020. As these new facilities are 

estimated to cost about $2 billion to construct and $77 million per 

year to operate and maintain, customers’ rates will need to increase 

significantly between now and 2020. 

In order to fund initial activities related to the new discharge permit 

– including pilot studies, design of new treatment processes, special 

studies and pollution prevention plans – and increased operation and 

maintenance costs for the existing system, SRCSD’s Board of Directors 

approved a three-year rate plan in June 2011. The rate plan included a rate increase of $2 per month effective 

October 1, 2011 and subsequent planned $2 per month increases effective July 1, 2012 and July 1, 2013.

 Projected impact fees will be updated following completion of the Rate & Fee Study.

Current Sewer Impact Fees 

$7,450

NewIn�ll

$0 $2,000 $4,000 $6,000 $8,000 $10,000

Fiscal Year 2011-2012 $2,800

Current & Projected Monthly Service Charges

$22.00

$20.00

$0 $5 $10 $15 $20 $25 $30

Fiscal Year 2011-2012

Fiscal Year 2010-2011

$26.00

$24.00

Fiscal Year 2013-2014

Fiscal Year 2012-2013

Three -Year Rate Increase Plan Approved

As a result of the significant loss of impact fee revenue 

that SRCSD has experienced since the economic downturn 

and the costly treatment plant upgrades due by 2020, 

staff initiated a Rate & Fee Study (Study) to develop a 

sustainable rate and fee structure. 

The Study is being conducted in two phases. Phase I 

focuses on determining how to allocate costs, developing 

methods for calculating rates and fees and evaluating 

SRCSD’s special financing programs. As rate and 

fee structure concepts are developed and changes 

to special financing programs are considered, getting feedback from 

customers is critical. To garner such feedback, staff has been meeting with 

representatives from various customer classes and stakeholder groups via 

a Technical Review Committee; regional economic development staff; and 

five representatives from the Board of Directors. Workshops to educate the 

full Board on the history of rates and fees and discuss options for the future 

rate and fee structure began in late 2011. Final Phase I recommendations 

are being developed and will be presented to SRCSD’s Board of Directors in 

spring 2012. 

Following the Board’s direction on Phase I, SRCSD will begin working on 

Phase II which includes developing an implementation plan; implementing a 

new rate and fee schedule and changes to the special financing programs; 

evaluating alternative cost recovery methods; assessing the need for new 

customer classes; evaluating incentives for “green” projects; and developing 

supporting policies. Phase II is expected to be completed by 2013.
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Environmental Stewardship 
Our commitment to protect public health and the environment is at the heart of our mission, and 
2011 was spent identifying ways to further evolve our “green” projects and programs to benefit the 
communities we serve.

South Sacramento County 
Agriculture and Habitat Lands 
Water Recycling Project 
The South Sacramento County Agriculture 

and Habitat Lands Water Recycling Project is 

investigating using SRCSD’s recycled water 

to irrigate permanent agriculture, habitat 

and mitigation lands in south Sacramento 

County. A preliminary feasibility study 

indicated the potential to irrigate 2,000 to 

8,000 acres of land with recycled water. In 

2011, additional outreach was conducted, 

including development and distribution of a 

new project brochure to stakeholders. The 

brochure details the envisioned minimum and maximum flows, the target 

areas, project benefits and funding requirements for the project. 

In 2012, a feasibility study will be completed. This study will include an 

evaluation of regulatory and legal requirements, an analysis of transmission 

piping and storage requirements and various project alternatives.

Sacramento Water Recycling 
Coalition
The Sacramento Water Recycling Coalition (Coalition) was established to 

identify, develop and promote opportunities for increased recycled water use 

in the region.  

The Coalition members – comprised of local municipalities, water purveyors, 

agricultural interests and environmental organizations – signed a joint letter 

of support for a Sacramento Regional Water Recycling Program requesting 

Federal, State and local support and funding for recycled water programs in 

the region. 

In 2012, the Coalition will focus its attention on increasing membership, 

gaining political support for regional recycled water projects and educating 

coalition members and future potential users on the benefits of recycled water. 

Biogas Enhancement Project
In order to increase production of electricity at Sacramento Municipal Utility 

District’s (SMUD’s) Co-Generation facility located at the treatment plant, 

SRCSD teamed with SMUD to initiate a Biogas Enhancement Project. The 

project will create a system that converts waste materials – such as fats, oils, 

grease and food processing waste – into biogas, or methane, that can be 

used to generate electricity.

SRCSD received a grant totaling about $1.5 million to design and build 

the Biogas Enhancement Project. The grant requires the project must be 

operational by January 2013. In order to meet this deadline, 2011 was spent 

designing the facility and selecting a construction contractor. Construction will 

begin in early 2012.

Once constructed and operational, the Biogas Enhancement Project will have 

the capacity to receive up to 42,000 gallons per day of waste materials. In 

addition to being a sustainable, “green” project that increases renewable 

energy from waste materials, this project boasts several other benefits: 

•	Reduces wastewater treatment costs by allowing waste materials to 

bypass the sewer system and several treatment processes

•	Helps reduce air pollution and greenhouse emissions by offering 

a local alternative to area businesses that currently haul waste 

materials to out-of-area facilities

•	Continues the partnership and commitment to environmental 

stewardship between SMUD and SRCSD

AB 134 Signed into Law
SRCSD worked closely in 2011 with Assembly Member Roger Dickinson 

to develop and pass Assembly Bill (AB) 134 in the State Legislature. This 

bill provides a procedural option for SRCSD to seek a water right permit for 

treated wastewater it discharges to the Sacramento River. SRCSD could 

then market the water to a willing buyer. Revenue generated from the sale of 

this water could help offset some of the costs associated with the required 

treatment plant upgrades. 

AB 134 was signed into law by Governor Jerry Brown on September 6, 2011. 
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Looking to the Future

Our Mission

This is a unique and exciting time in SRCSD’s 

history. As we are faced with implementing the 

most restrictive discharge permit ever issued to 

the Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment 

Plant, we are simultaneously seeking ways 

to offset costs to our customers and awaiting 

decisions on our appeal from the state. 

Much of 2012 will be spent conducting the pilot 

study to identify the most cost-effective and efficient technologies for the full 

scale facilities; establishing the Program Management Office and beginning 

early planning efforts for the Advanced Wastewater Treatment Project; and 

continuing to monitor progress on the pollution prevention plans. We will 

also continue to seek ways to offset expenses to our customers, as our goal 

remains balancing environmental benefits against costs. 

Additionally, we will be working to develop 

recommendations on a new monthly rate and impact 

fee structure as part of the ongoing Rate & Fee 

Study. These recommendations will be presented to 

our Board of Directors in spring 2012, after which we 

will begin working on an implementation plan.

Just as every year before, 2012 will bring new 

challenges and opportunities for SRCSD to navigate. 

Our focus on identifying innovative and creative solutions for our customers 

and continued environmental stewardship will remain steadfast. We stand 

ready to continue protecting public health and the environment through 

reliable and safe conveyance, treatment and discharge of the region’s 

wastewater. 

srcsd receives Peak 
Performance award!

In July 2011, SRCSD received 
the National Association 
of Clean Water Agencies 
(NACWA), 2010 Silver 
Peak Performance Award 
for excellent performance 
in meeting our discharge 
permit requirements. The 
award recognizes wastewater 
treatment facilities for 
receiving five or fewer permit 
violations in a calendar year. 
The Sacramento Regional 
Wastewater Treatment Plant 
received only one violation 
in 2010. SRCSD has 
participated in the program 
for the last 16 years and 
has received nine awards.

Water Asset Management Vision
To help guide its water asset management efforts related to AB 134, SRCSD has created a vision and policy objectives 

for achieving such a goal. The Water Asset Management Vision, which was adopted by the Board of Directors in fall 

2011, is simple: SRCSD will manage its water assets to sustain regional water supplies, benefit current and future 

ratepayers of the region and safeguard and enhance the environment. 

In order to help implement this vision, key policy objectives were developed:

•	Sustain Regional Water Supplies: SRCSD will assist in meeting regional water supply needs by improving 

the reliability of existing supplies, applying water for new uses and helping to meet water conservation 

and reuse goals. These needs could be supported by providing recycled water supplies for irrigation and 

environmental uses, thereby preserving fresh water supplies for future regional benefit.

•	Benefit Current and Future Ratepayers: SRCSD will market or use some of its water to ease the financial 

burden on current and future ratepayers in the region. The ratepayers may benefit directly from lower SRCSD 

rates, or the benefits may indirectly be derived through cost-savings on potable water utility rates or water 

supply for regional economic development.

•	Safeguard and Enhance the Environment: SRCSD’s water assets will be used in an environmentally 

responsible manner. SRCSD may provide water to species preservation or habitat rehabilitation locally or in a 

manner that supports broader environmental activities of regional or statewide interest. Broad benefits may 

include improving river flows at critical times and enhancing environmental conditions in the Sacramento-San 

Joaquin Delta.

SRCSD will use a portfolio approach to achieve these policy objectives – where water assets will be used in multiple 

ways with multiple benefits. Additionally, SRCSD is developing a strategic plan for achieving these objectives. That plan 

is scheduled for completion and presentation to the Board in fall 2012.

SRCSD serves its customers by providing reliable conveyance, treatment and 
discharge of wastewater in the most cost-effective and safe manner possible. 

Learn more at 
www.srcsd.com
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